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Casey Hopkins, a Southeast Portland product
designer, knew he could create an iPhone charging
station that functions better than any on the
market now. The 5,500 people who have pledged
money to help produce his Elevation Dock
apparently agree.
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Casey Hopkins didn't have the cash
to launch his sleek aluminum iPhone
dock, but his friend had a nice
camera. They made a video, then
uploaded it to Kickstarter.com. 

A month later, he's raised more than
$537,000 through the crowd funding
site, and his project is gaining
thousands of dollars a day. 

"I wasn't the only one frustrated with
Apple's docks," Hopkins said. No
kidding: More than 5,500 people
have backed the project so far. 

Such is the lure of crowd funding,
which is quickly becoming a
mainstream-financing vein on sites
such as Kickstarter, IndieGoGo,
Appbackr and RocketHub. One
private research group placed the
industry's value at $1.6 billion in
2009, a number it expects will more
than triple by next year. 

Portland entrepreneurs are turning to
such sites as a viable way to raise

startup costs and launch product lines without forfeiting ownership or paying high interest
rates. Fifty-two local projects are listed on Kickstarter alone. 

But critics say it remains risky and offers few assurances for money
flowing to startups with little but ideas to show. And current
securities rules block businesses from offering shares of ownership
through crowd funding. 

The success of projects like Hopkins' has caught the attention of
political leaders who see crowd funding as a people-powered way to
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they needed at
crowd-funding
sites.

» Downtown
Portland shop
Fat Fancy turns
to IndieGoGo

» Thousands
make Elevation
Dock a reality

» Portland
lawyers become
inventors with
The Clutch

How it works

Local consultant
Adrienne
Fritze works
with artists and
creative
entrepreneurs to
launch
crowdfunding
campaigns.
She’s outlined
what it takes to
turn one into a
success, in
addition to a lot
of time and hard
work.

Define your
project’s goals
and budget. In
setting a
financial target,
include not only
your hard costs,
but also your
time.

Craft the key
messages you’ll
include with
your project.
Videos are
especially
effective. They
show your
personality and
tell the
background
story.

Outline the
rewards that
come with
pledges, making
sure profits
exceed the cost
of what you’re
promising. Know
that you’ll be
able to deliver.

Check out
different
crowdfunding
sites and find
one that fits
your niche and
target audience.

Start a

View full size Faith Cathcart/The Oregonian

Portland attorneys Jamie Daigle and Bryan
Churchill created the Clutch, an iPad case with a
handle that doubles as a stand. They're asking
crowdfunders to help get it off the ground.

fuel small-business growth and hiring. Sen. Jeff Merkley, D-Ore.,
introduced a bill last month meant to eliminate the roadblock. The
House passed a similar measure in November. 

Dozens of websites offer crowd funding platforms. Each has its own
niche market and rules. At its most basic level, crowd funding allows
entrepreneurs to introduce their idea and lets consumers pledge
money to make it a reality. The early stage funders often receive
promises for products and services in return. 

"That's the beauty of Kickstarter," Hopkins said. "It provides the two
things that a small startup doesn't have. It provides the upfront
capital and it provides a bellwether to see if it's something that other
people really want." 

How it works

Kickstarter works as a sort of tipping scale. Entrepreneurs explain their
goal, often on video, and list the amount of money it would take. They
also outline a set of incentives people can earn for backing the project.

But they receive funding only after they hit or exceed their goal within
a set timeframe. Kickstarter takes 5 percent of the proceeds, and
Amazon charges a separate fee to process the credit card pledges. 

Recent Portland projects that topped their target include kitten-shaped
crayons, a contact lens case and a Southern food cart. 

However,
fewer than
half of all
Kickstarter
projects, 43
percent, are
successful. 

Since its April
2009 launch,
more than
100 million
people have
backed
projects
through the
site, pledging
more than
$100 million,
the company
has said. 

Consumers
now pledge at a pace of $2 million every week. Every month, 75,000
new people back a project. 

Gartner Research, a private analytics company, estimated crowd
funding generated $1.6 billion in 2009. It's projected to top $6.2 billion
in 2013. 

It's changing the landscape of small-business funding. 

"You don't need a large (venture capital) backing to get a small
creative project off the ground," said Bryan Churchill, a Portland
attorney who launched his own Kickstarter project with business
partner Jamie Daigle. 

The pair launched the Clutch, an iPad case designed to make the
tablet more functional. For $60, backers can receive their own case.
It's well below the planned retail price, but it's a calculated move
meant to attract an early following. 

"People get a discount for putting their faith in you, that you will make
it and deliver it," said Daigle, who's also a Portland-area lawyer. It's
the inherent risk in crowd funding, a promise-based business similar in
many ways to other online transactions. 
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marketing
campaign before
you launch your
project. Spread
the word
through family,
friends, list
serves,
Facebook —
every avenue
you have.

Launch your
project. If you
succeed, fulfill
your promises.
If you fail, use
the experience
to reach your
goal the next
time around.
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System risks 

But the sites offer almost no protection against fraud and scams,
warning consumers to use common sense before committing to a
project. That's drawn criticism from securities groups, who say
expanding crowd funding would open up investors to even more risk. 

Entrepreneurs often seek the capital without promised returns in-hand.
Although consumers own a legal claim to the product, Daigle said, they
may not view it as worth the hassle. 

The potential pitfalls and the explosive growth prompted Congress to
take up the issue. The House passed a measure in November that
would allow small businesses to raise as much as $5 million a year,
and investors to fund up to $10,000. 

Two Senate bills are stalled in committee, including Merkley's Capital
Raising Online While Deterring Fraud and Unethical Non-
Disclosure (CROWDFUND) Act. 

"The promise of crowd funding is that investments in small amounts made through
transparent online forums can allow the 'wisdom of the crowd' to provide funding for small,
smart companies," Merkley wrote in a statement. 

As lawmakers sort out the legislation, its momentum continues to grow in Portland. Mayor
Sam Adams started highlighting local Kickstarter projects on his own website. He doesn't
select them; his arts and culture policy coordinator, Caryn Brooks, does. 

"Any time we can help people and their dreams come true, we're happy to do it," she said. 

--Molly Young, 503-412-7056, @PDXSmlBizNews 
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occupy city parks January 08, 2012 at 8:12AM
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OK, so more consumerism?

It appears most of this stuff being thought up will be manufactured in China.

andrepolly January 08, 2012 at 9:32AM
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Somebody needs to pay the bills for you occupy..

jdmd8910 January 08, 2012 at 8:32AM

Follow

I think we can pretty much assume that a 29 buck copy is already being hard-tooled in
China as we type...

whazdat January 08, 2012 at 10:19AM

Follow

where's occupy? some of these folks might create mass wealth for others, including
themselves and intro ideas that revolutionizes society for the better (er, kinda like
microsoft and the inventor of the internet - al gore)...and end up paying billions to
governments in taxes.

now we can't have that going can we?

whazdat January 08, 2012 at 10:34AM

Follow

any tax consequences for the money received? since it's not capital (ownership interest)
one has to wonder.

jdmd8910 January 09, 2012 at 2:11AM

Follow

I take it from the article that the money represents pre-orders for product. It is
revenue.

thomasrobertkane January 08, 2012 at 1:32PM

Follow

geesh i wonder if they need anyone to work from home doing phone calling or data entry?
i sure could use a job but am disabled and would have a real hard time working away from
home. its weird because i have worked all my life since i was 8 years old cowboying on my
great uncles ranch in eastern washington. now after 5 years of disability i sure would like
the opportunity to support myself and feel somewhat contributory and productive.

pleasereadthenews January 08, 2012 at 1:38PM
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Oregon needs to grow small businesses with new ideas to create new jobs and increase
state employment revenue.

Thibaut January 13, 2012 at 8:31AM

Follow

Congrats to Casey Hopkins because it's genius to have think about raising the funds he
needed by asking the crowd.

Indeed, nowadays, new channel are available for startups and young venture in growth to
raise funds without passing through classical vectors. I think about crowdfunding-platform
such as Mymicroinvest which proposes to the population to co-invest with an investment
fund via the Web! This website proposes an innovative solution with a strong
legal structure. I recommend you to have a look on it:

http://www.mymicroinvest.com

 Regards,
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